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General Items both Churches 
 
Whilst we are still operating in “strange times” I have adapted the usual Fabric Report to suit the current 
situation. 
 
Although our churches have been closed due to lockdown for much of the time this year there has still been 
quite a lot of activity behind the scenes which has had to carry on to meet our statutory obligations.  

• As reported previously, Jean Rigby and I had met a grant funding company back in February 
(Candocommunities.co.uk) and it was likely we could get a couple of grants at that time. However, 
since the onset of coronavirus this we thought had scotched any grant possibilities for the time 
being. However, following recent discussions between Jean and the grant company  to make the 
application more ‘Covid friendly’ I am delighted to report that we have received a grant of £9,450 
and we received this a couple of weeks ago. 10% is paid to the grant body (www.candocommunities) 
-which we always knew-leaving the rest to be spent on various outside matters. The basis of the 
funding is aimed at improving people’s mental health and wellbeing! 
After much discussion we would like to buy a sit-on mower to make grass cutting at the front far 
easier. Added to the monies received in the recent appeal put out to buy new mowers we are 
hopeful that we can acquire a very decent machine. In order to house this in the container we have 
decided to get rid of the non-powered mowers which are difficult to push. We would also like to 
move all the gardening equipment from the shed into the container, freeing up the gardeners shed 
and put in there all the flower festival equipment, currently in the container. The gravedigger’s shed 
is no longer used and in fact is rotting away so we would like to get rid of it.   
Part of our application was to provide allotments to the rear of the garages and three areas were 
identified to provide these. The Faculty application has been approved for this and the planners did 
not want an application so we are gearing up to start this project. Peter and I met Stephen Worsley 
last week to level the areas and then we need to start acquiring sleepers and soil etc. We would also 
like to buy a picnic table that will be useful for the allotment personnel and the gardener’s team. 
There was a great deal of interest expressed by people around Chapeltown to take up an allotment. 
Furthermore, we have included a scheme to provide disabled access into the memorial garden. As 
you will recall we had a couple of schemes that were presented to recent PCC meetings to provide 
disabled access and two schemes were presented to the PCC, one of which involved taking down the 
large lime tree that is on the right hand side of the entrance. After meetings with the Council it was 
agreed that taking the tree down should be the very last option so have agreed to work with the 
planners and the Tree Officer to see is we can make a more level access on the left side of this 
entrance and once we have done some investigatory work we shall invite the officers back to see if 
the levels are acceptable. Whatever we do, it will need planning permission and Faculty approval so 
the access to the garden at this point will be closed for a few weeks, leaving access via the gate on 
the east elevation. We also intend to remove the raised flags in the garden that have lifted due to 
tree roots. 

• As reported to the last PCC we had some issues with the new lightning conductor company who 
were trying to charge for excessive works to upgrade our system. I was reluctant to accept this work 
as we have always had a compliant system. After much to’ing and fro’ing I have finally got them to 
accept that to upgrade the current system isn’t feasible, as we are in an area that is predominately 
on rock and to get readings down to a level that is normally acceptable is not financially viable. We 
have now received a “Pass” certificate and this has been forwarded to our insurers, EIG, who have 
accepted the current position. The company are now chasing to do a further test early next year but 
I’m suggesting that we don’t do this as the British Standard for single rod conductors says we only 
need to do carry out a test every four years. 

• We had to carry out outstanding PAT tests at both churches to comply with the latest EIG surveyor’s 
report. This cost £261 inc. vat. There was an element of this cost that was recharged to AJ’s on a pro-
rata basis. Hopefully this money has now been repaid. 



• Clock maintenance. We had the annual service to the clock done last week and unfortunately one or 
two issues were identified. Firstly, there is an arm that holds the clapper off the bell and it has 
snapped. This gave the effect of making the sound of the bell ‘dull’. Eventually this would have given 
us major problems with the bell itself, which to replace would be extremely expensive. I am awaiting 
a price to replace this arm. Also there are issues with the mechanisms that feed the three clock 
faces. This has been identified each year for the last few years but is getting worse and at some time 
we will have to deal with this, or lose the clocks. I am also waiting a price to repair this.  
As we agreed at the last PCC we are now on a three year deal at a cost of £533.00 plus vat which 
gives us some discount for paying up front for the three years. 

• Heating. Unfortunately we are still having issues with the boiler at St Anne’s. A few weeks ago we 
had to call out Craggs, our maintenance contractor, to see if they could get the heating system back 
on. They did manage to repair the boiler by fitting spare parts to the boiler and we did hope that this 
would have solved the matter. However a few weeks later the circuit board failed and we did think 
that we may have to replace that but Craggs could not find any of their suppliers to source a board 
as the part was now obsolete.  Last week Craggs attended to see if they could get the system 
working again and managed to do so but I am worried that the system could fail again. We may be 
faced with some difficult decisions as to what we do with the system if it keeps failing! 

 
Health and Safety 

• There are no incidents to report. 
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